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Specialized Bachelor's Degree and Undergraduate Doctorate (90 credits or more)
Most of the credits are obtained within the same discipline. This degree may lead to graduate studies.

Bidisciplinary Bachelor's Degree (90 credits)
Students obtain an equal number of credits from two related areas of study. This degree may lead to graduate studies in one of the two disciplines.

Combined Bachelor's Degree
This degree may consist of three minors (or certificates), two majors, or one major and one minor (or certificate). A combined bachelor's degree with a major may lead to graduate studies in the discipline of the major.

Combined Bachelor's Degree with a Designation
This degree specifies the course of study taken. The components of a BACCAP are from a pre-established set of programs.

Major (60 credits)
A major may be the main component of a combined Bachelor's degree. It may also be a degree in itself.

Minor or Certificate (30 credits)
This program may be combined with two other minors or certificates or with a major to create a combined Bachelor's degree.

APPLICATION DEADLINES
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL
FALL (September to December)
Bachelor’s degree, major, minor, certificate
With diploma of collegiate studies or the Quebec equivalent → MARCH 1
Combined Bachelor’s Degree
With prior university studies or studies outside Quebec → JANUARY 15
Bachelor's degree, major, minor, certificate
With diploma of collegiate studies or the Quebec equivalent → MARCH 1
Continuing education certificate → FEBRUARY 1
WINTER (January to April) → NOVEMBER 1
SUMMER (April to June) → MARCH 1

Many programs accept applications after these official deadlines.

66,768 students at all levels
400,000 graduates around the world
23 high-level sports teams
9,343 students from 140 countries
50 countries where you can study abroad

NÍKOLAS GÓMEZ
Student in the combined Bachelor's degree in modern languages
Read about his journey in the blog Objectif UdeM: umtlis.ca/nikolas (fr)

STUDYING ABROAD
UdeM has exchange programs with universities in almost every region of the world, including Europe, the Americas and Asia. These programs enable you to continue your studies abroad for one semester or two while remaining enrolled at the Université de Montréal. A total of 550 partner universities in 50 countries. It’s your choice!

maisoninternationale.umontreal.ca (fr)
HELP BUILD THE FUTURE
Acquire a specialization, deepen your knowledge, contribute to the advancement of science, remain on the cutting-edge of your field of expertise, this is what the great variety of graduate programs offer you at the UdeM!

FACULTY OF GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
A valuable ally as you embark on your graduate studies, the Faculty provides support to students, from admission to graduation, and provides information on scholarship programs.
fesp.umontreal.ca/english

FINANCING YOUR STUDIES
There are many scholarships available to help students with excellent academic records or a specific profile in order to encourage them in their studies or their research project. Consult the directory that lists all the scholarships offered to students in order to learn more about this method of financing your studies.
bourses.umontreal.ca (fr)

They delve into the infinitely small and the immensely large in their laboratories and in the field. Researchers become citizens, decision-makers and creators of tomorrow.
recherche.umontreal.ca/english

• $522.9 million in research revenues
• 465 research units
• ranked 4th among the most dynamic research universities in Canada.

SEVERAL PATHS TO A GRADUATE DEGREE

Short Graduate Program
(Master or Doctorate Level)
8 to 18 credits – 1 to 4 sessions
May be a step toward a specialized graduate diploma (DESS) or a Master’s degree.

DESS
30 credits – 1 year
May be a step toward a Master’s degree.

Master’s
45 credits – 2 years
May lead to a doctorate.

Doctorate (Ph.D.)
90 credits – 4 to 5 years

MARLYNE INGENERE
Graduate Bachelor’s degree in nursing and DESS in health services administration
Read about her journey in the blog Objectif UdeM: umtl.ca/marlyne (fr)

GRADUATE LEVEL
Microprogram (8 to 18 credits)
Introduction to a specialization
Since registration is usually on a part-time basis, this type of program is not open to international students.

DESS (30 credits)
(Specialized graduate diploma)
Acquire the fundamentals of a specialization and apply a set of targeted skills.

Master’s Degree (45 credits)
Research Master’s (with thesis):
Develop a deeper understanding in an area of specialization and gain an introduction to research.

Professional or Specialized Master’s (with internship and/or directed study):
Develop a deeper understanding in an area of specialization and gain the skills required for a specific profession.

Doctorate — Ph.D. (90 credits)
Training of researchers and research professors. Original scientific research based on a proven methodology. Coursework and a general comprehensive exam. A thesis is written and defended before a jury.

POSTGRADUATE LEVEL
Postdoctoral Fellowship
(6 months to 3 years)
Acquire expertise in a specialized field of research or one that is complementary to your training.
fesp.umontreal.ca/english/postdoctoral-fellow

APPLICATION DEADLINES
GRADUATE LEVELS
FALL (September to December) » FEBRUARY 1
WINTER (January to April) » SEPTEMBER 1
SUMMER (April to June) » FEBRUARY 1

Many programs accept applications after these official deadlines.

RESEARCH SUPERVISOR
Your research supervisor will play a major role throughout your studies. It is therefore important that you choose someone you have an affinity with and who will be able to support you at every stage of your program.
You can also download the guide How to find your research supervisor: 6 questions to consider for students pursuing graduate studies.
utl.ca/findyoursupervisor
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STARTING 2019, A NEW CAMPUS DEVOTED TO SCIENCE!

In its initial phase, the all new MIL Campus will house the departments of chemistry, physics, biology and geography in the Faculty of Arts and Science, which will be moving to its new facilities in the science complex in fall 2019. The science complex will have two pavilions: one for research, consisting of offices and laboratories, and one for teaching, where there will be a library, classrooms and places for student life.

This new campus will be much more than a traditional research and teaching facility; it will be a unique university experience! The stimulating environment will foster exchanges and collaboration between disciplines. High-tech research infrastructures, as they exist in top-performing industries, will enable students to have a real cutting-edge research experience. In short, the MIL Campus will be conducive to research partnerships and innovation in leading-edge sectors.

campusmil.umontreal.ca (fr)
Find Your Path

Use the exploratory process in the Find Your Path – Career Quiz to discover the domains of interest to you and UdeM’s programs that match your personality traits, interests and professional ambitions.

Take the quiz today!

admission.umontreal.ca/cursus

Development and production: Editions Septembre Adaptation: Yvan Meeusen

Programs

Undergraduate levels

Adaptation: Yves Maurais

Find Your Path

Creative express and share your vision of the world, while preserving traditions and legacies.

Culture

Undergraduate levels

Vocational training...Complementary Diploma to Bachelor's degree (DESS)...

Graduate levels

Graduate Program in Advanced Education (DEPA)...

Special Education - Handicapped Students (DESS)...

Sociology - North American Common Law (JD)...

Political Science - Legal Education (DESS)...

Practical Theology (DESS)...

Change Management in Education (DESS)...

Teaching School Adaptation (DESS)...

Teaching Science and Technology at the High School Level (DESS)...

Teaching the Social World at the High School Level (DESS)...

Theological Studies (DESS)...

Viticulture (DESS)...

Youth Intervention Foundations and Practices (DESS)...

Graduate levels

Anthropology (DESS)...

Cognitive Neuroscience (DESS)...

Community Action (DESS)...

Demography and Anthropology (DESS)...

Demography and Statistics (DESS)...

Demography (DESS)...

Early Childhood and Family Education and Child Care (DESS)...

Economics (Science) (DESS)...

Economics and Politics (DESS)...

Ethics and Law (DESS)...

Ethnic Relations (DESS)...

Feminism, Gender and Sexuality Studies (DESS)...

Gerontology (DESS)...

History and Classical Studies (DESS)...

History, Heritage and Cultural Identity (DESS)...

Indigenous Studies (DESS)...

International Cooperation (DESS)...

International Studies (DESS)...

Intervention for Intellectual Impairments and Autism Spectrum Disorders (DESS)...

Investigation and Information (DESS)...

Law (DESS)...

Mental Health: Intervention Foundations and Practices (DESS)...

Mental Health (DESS)...

Philosophy and Classical Studies (DESS)...

Philosophy (DESS)...

Political Science and Philosophy (DESS)...

Political Sciences and Security (DESS)...

Preschool and Primary Education (DESS)...

Psychosocial Intervention (DESS)...

Psychology (DESS)...

Psychology and Sociology (DESS)...

Sociology and Anthropology (DESS)...

Sociology (DESS)...

Social Science and Health Foundations and Practices (DESS)...

Social Work (DESS)...

Substance Abuse (DESS)...

Religious Sciences (DESS)...

Rehabilitation (DESS)...

Teaching Ethics and Religious Culture (DESS)...

Teaching French as a Second Language (DESS)...

Teaching French at the High School Level (DESS)...

Teaching Mathematics (DESS)...

Teaching Physics and Health Education (DESS)...

Teaching (DESS)...

Teaching School Adaptation (DESS)...

Teaching Science and Technology at the High School Level (DESS)...

Teaching the Social World at the High School Level (DESS)...

Theological Studies (DESS)...

Viticulture (DESS)...

Youth Intervention Foundations and Practices (DESS)...
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The Université de Montréal reserves the right to modify the information contained in this document without notice.

**Program Comparator**
The program comparator enables you to see the similarities and differences between three programs side by side in a table. [admission.umontreal.ca/comparer-les-programmes (fr)]

**To Find Out Everything About The Programs**
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2018
10 am to 4 pm
SUNDAY, JANUARY 27, 2019
12 pm to 4 pm

3200 Jean-Brillant St., Montréal (Université-de-Montréal metro station)

**Assistance And Services Network**

**Back To School**
Portal for new students
carrefoursae.umontreal.ca
Students with disabilities
bsesh.umontreal.ca

**Calculate The Costs**
Tuition calculator
registreiarumontreal.ca

**Find Financial Aid**
Loans and bursaries
baf.umontreal.ca
Directory of bursaries
bourses.umontreal.ca

**Housing**
On campus
(registration starts March 1)
residences-etu.ca
Off campus
logement.umontreal.ca

**Healthcare**
UdeM clinics
cscsp.umontreal.ca

**Libraries**
Large network of libraries
4 million books and
digital documents
bib.umontreal.ca

**Guidance And Advice**
Information, academic
guidance and career planning
cesar.umontreal.ca

**Enter Canada**
Student visa, CAQ, visa and eTA
bei.umontreal.ca

**Learn Languages**
14 languages taught
centre-de-langues.umontreal.ca

**Sports**
Over 100 sports activities
cemspumontreal.ca
Sports excellence
carabins.umontreal.ca

**Study Abroad**
550 partner universities
in 50 countries
maisoninternationale.umontreal.ca

**Perfect Your French**
Language support and French tests
cce.umontreal.ca
French school
ecoledelangues.umontreal.ca

**Cultural And Artistic Scene**
To catch all the action, check
our cultural calendar!
sac.umontreal.ca

**Path: Checklist**
An interactive tool designed as a checklist
to help you understand the four main steps
in the admission process.
admission.umontreal.ca/compass

1. **Explore**
   - Discover all the UdeM programs available to you.

2. **Preparation**
   - Get your documents together for your application.

3. **Filing**
   - Send in your admission application and pay the fees.

4. **After You Submit**
   - Track the progress of your application at the Student Centre.